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Timeline of LGBT history 19th-century gay rights advocate Karl Heinrich Ulrichs introduced the idea of
coming out as a means of emancipation. In , one hundred years before the Stonewall riots , the German
homosexual rights advocate Karl Heinrich Ulrichs introduced the idea of self-disclosure as a means of
emancipation. Claiming that invisibility was a major obstacle toward changing public opinion , he urged
homosexual people to reveal their same-sex attractions. In , Magnus Hirschfeld revisited the topic in his major
work The Homosexuality of Men and Women, discussing the social and legal potentials of several thousand
homosexual men and women of rank revealing their sexual orientation to the police in order to influence
legislators and public opinion. In , using his own name in the anarchist magazine Politics, he wrote that
homosexuals were an oppressed minority. In , Donald Webster Cory [9] [10] published his landmark The
Homosexual in America, exclaiming, "Society has handed me a mask to wear Everywhere I go, at all times
and before all sections of society, I pretend. In the s, Frank Kameny came to the forefront of the struggle.
Having been fired from his job as an astronomer for the Army Map service in for homosexual behavior,
Kameny refused to go quietly. He openly fought his dismissal, eventually appealing it all the way to the U. As
a vocal leader of the growing movement, Kameny argued for unapologetic public actions. The cornerstone of
his conviction was that, "we must instill in the homosexual community a sense of worth to the individual
homosexual", which could only be achieved through campaigns openly led by homosexuals themselves. With
the spread of consciousness raising CR in the late s, coming out became a key strategy of the gay liberation
movement to raise political consciousness to counter heterosexism and homophobia. At the same time and
continuing into the s, gay and lesbian social support discussion groups, some of which were called
"coming-out groups", focused on sharing coming-out "stories" experiences with the goal of reducing isolation
and increasing LGBT visibility and pride. As historian George Chauncey points out: Gay people in the
pre-war years [pre-WWI] The pres focus was on entrance into "a new world of hope and communal solidarity"
whereas the post- Stonewall Riots overtone was an exit from the oppression of the closet. The closet
metaphor, in turn, is extended to the forces and pressures of heterosexist society and its institutions. This
preliminary stage, which involves soul-searching or a personal epiphany , [14] is often called "coming out to
oneself" and constitutes the start of self-acceptance. Many LGBT people say that this stage began for them
during adolescence or childhood , when they first became aware of their sexual orientation toward members of
the same sex. Coming out has also been described as a process because of a recurring need or desire to come
out in new situations in which LGBT people are assumed to be heterosexual or cisgender , such as at a new
job or with new acquaintances. LGBT identity development[ edit ] Main article: Dank, ; Cass, ; Coleman, ;
Troiden, Of these models, the most widely accepted is the Cass identity model established by Vivienne Cass.
However, not every LGBT person follows such a model. For example, some LGBT youth become aware of
and accept their same-sex desires or gender identity at puberty in a way similar to which heterosexual teens
become aware of their sexuality, i. High school students and even middle school students are coming out. This
largely contradicts the growing movement in social media research indicating that online use, particularly
Facebook, can lead to negative mental health outcomes such as increased levels of anxiety. You can help by
adding to it. May Further information: LGBT rights by country or territory In areas of the world where
homosexual acts are penalized or prohibited, gay men, lesbians, and bisexual people can suffer negative legal
consequences for coming out. In particular, where homosexuality is a crime, coming out may constitute
self-incrimination. These laws still exist in 76 countries worldwide, including Egypt, Iran, Singapore, and
Afghanistan. Effects[ edit ] In the early stages of the lesbian, gay or bisexual identity development process,
people feel confused and experience turmoil. In , Michelangelo Signorile wrote Queer in America , in which
he explored the harm caused both to a closeted person and to society in general by being closeted. On the
personal and relationship levels, effects of not coming out have been the subject of studies. For example, it has
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been found that same-sex couples who have not come out are not as satisfied in their relationships as same-sex
couples who have. Strong, loving relationships between children and their parents may be strengthened but if a
relationship is already strained, those relationships may be further damaged or destroyed by the child coming
out. A report by Robinson et al. The study found that two-thirds of parents reacted negatively. LGBT youth
are among the largest population of homeless youth; this has typically been caused by the self-identification
and acknowledgment of being gay or identifying with the LGBT community. During his study, he learned that
almost all of his participants would only attribute negative behaviors with themselves during the coming out
conversations and positive behaviors with the recipient of the conversation. Manning suggests further research
into this to figure out a way for positive behaviors to be seen and performed equally by both the recipient and
the individual coming out. Nonetheless, Butler is willing to appear at events as a lesbian and maintains that "it
is possible to argue that Further, "To be out, in common gay parlance, is precisely to be no longer out; to be
out is to be finally outside of exteriority and all the exclusions and deprivations such outsiderhood imposes.
Or, put another way, to be out is really to be inâ€”inside the realm of the visible, the speakable, the culturally
intelligible. Furthermore, Seidman, Meeks, and Traschen argue that "the closet" may be becoming an
antiquated metaphor in the lives of modern-day Americans for two reasons. Homosexuality is becoming
increasingly normalized and the shame and secrecy often associated with it appears to be in decline. The
metaphor of the closet hinges upon the notion that stigma management is a way of life. However, stigma
management may actually be increasingly done situationally. National Coming Out Day[ edit ] Main article:
Candace Gingrich became the spokesperson for the day in April Participating artists include Kevin Aviance ,
Janis Ian , k. Highly publicized comings-out[ edit ] Government officials and political candidates[ edit ].
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September 22 8: After all, Jodie is one of the original out-but-not-really-out queens of at least. Shes never
come out publicly, but at least shes never tried to claim shes straight either. Shes talked incessantly about her
kids, but at least she hasnt named the father and tried to make it sound like he was any kind of love interest.
She won her greatest acclaim for a movie protested by gay activistsThe Silence of the Lambsand reportedly
refused to do a short film based on the lesbian classic Rubyfruit Jungle, but at least she isnt afraid to play
tough women, single moms, and parts originally written for men even if that might be what she mostly gets
offered. And though her 92 Oscar speech for Lambs seemed to confirm her tenacious belief in the semicloset
Id like to thank all the people in this industry who have respected my choices and who have not been afraid of
the power and the dignity that entitles me to , at least shes never threatened lawsuits when press people drag
her out of it! By all reports, Jodie lives an out lifewithin serious limitswhile cagily avoiding any on-the-record
revelations, a delicate dance thats difficult to pull offbut not nearly so much so as double-bolting the door and
living a total lie. Jodie, it turns out, is one of the foremost residents of a glass closetthat complex but popular
contraption that allows public figures to avoid the career repercussions of any personal disclosure while living
their lives with a certain degree of integrity. Such a device enables the public to see right in while not allowing
them to actually open the latch unless the celebrity eventually decides to do so herself. The glass closet is
nothing new in Hollywood. Back in the s and 30s, leading man William Haines was gay in everything except
magazine interviews. He was, in fact, as gay as any star was allowed to be in that era, and when he crossed the
linegetting arrested in a gay incident and then refusing to hook up in a fake marriagehis acting career was
kaput. In the 70s performers like Paul Lynde and post-Liza Peter Allen similarly went as far as seemed
possible, hinting around at their sexuality and even making appearances at various gay spots. But they could
be certain the squeamish media wouldnt push things any further by addressing that, so they remained
flamboyantly, ambiguously glassed off. And today, the press still gives a free pass to people like Good
Morning America weather anchor Sam Champion and CNN presence Anderson Cooper, helping to keep their
glass doors shut so they can lead gay social lives while carefully skirting the issue. The media has a field day
with all kinds of oddballs, but the earnest TV-news presenceswhom everyone has a crush onget protected,
even though Cooper has been seen in gay bars in New York and Champion sightings have long been reported
from Fire Island to the Roxy. The glass closet seems to make a perfect fit for a lot of celebs today, when gay is
inching toward becoming more OK in the entertainment world. In an increasingly gay-tolerant environment,
these stars can enjoy actual relationships, they dont have to constantly dredge up opposite-sex dates other than
their mothers , and after a day of pretending for the cameras they can go back to almost being themselves. But
at the same time, the stars arent willing to make the jump to being officially labeled queer and all that it
represents in the business. Douglas Carter Beanes timely play The Little Dog Laughedwhich ran earlier this
season on Broadwayhad a wily lesbian agent, Diane, not only angling to heterosexualize her clients
breakthrough movie role but trying to do the same thing to the client himself. I wasnt surprised to read at least
one review that seemed to think Diane was a winsomely heroic fairy godmother! She was more like a
Machiavellian deception queen whos terrified of shattered glass, though some closet-busting survivors might
say she had a point. And no, in the latter case, he probably didnt dodge a bullet. A quality art-house director
was set to helm it at that point. Whats more, Everett deserved an Oscar nomination for My Best Friends
Wedding, but the Academy generally frowns on out gays playing gaysits not really acting, after all. Though
Sir Ian McKellen broke the curse in with a Best Actor nomination for Gods and Monsters, actual trophies have
been reserved for courageous straights playing gay, like William Hurt, Tom Hanks, Hilary Swank, Charlize
Theron, and Philip Seymour Hoffman as if it takes courage to accept career-defining roles most actors would
die for. Alas, whenever another X-Men movie rolls around, no one says, Wow, Sir Ian was so brave to play
straight! Theres the openly gay; the gay and everybody knows it but nobody talks about it; the married,
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closeted gay who doesnt talk about it; and the screaming Ill sue you if you say Im gay person. In other words,
the no closet, the glass closet, the cast iron closet, and the closet you get buried in. In the case of the Windex
people, says Bragman, A lot of actors are afraid of being defined by their sexuality. In Hollywood they dont
cast by positives, they cast by negatives: This ones too this or that. And actors dont want to give red flags.
Theyre actors and want to talk about their mutability, not their personal lives. Except for their adorable
children, their busy workload that precludes any relationships, and their utter admiration for Kylie Minogue.
These glass-housed actors, he adds, are comfortable with their decision because they feel like theyre living
honestly. But if someone whos struggling with the sexuality issue comes to Bragman, hell advise them to
totally come out. Their career may be different and less lucrative, he says, but everyone Ive seen come out has
been happier as a result of it. Of course, in Hollywood less lucrative and happier dont generally appear in the
same sentence. Bragman handled the coming-out campaign for former NBA star John Amaechi, who Bragman
says has lived openly but never came out publicly because it would have thrown the team balance off-kilter in
the same way a straight headline-grabber like a divorce does. But the basketball star is now retired and
promoting his new book, Man in the Middle, so the glass is no longer required. In a phone interview the U. Its
not as if I was hiding. And hed bring gay friendsand even a partner onceto the backstage area where his
teammates would invite their wives and girlfriends. Whats more, he says, If someone asked me if I was gay, Id
either joke and say, Youre not pretty enough. Youve got nothing to worry about, or Id tell the truth. I even told
a reporter once, but he didnt report it. Through much of the 90s the Peter Allen free pass was still in full
operation across the boards. But why stay covered in glass and not come out even more openly back then? I
talked to people about itmy friends, mostly, Amaechi says. Some suggested it was a very good idea to not
come out. I was worried about my career and what it would be like walking through stadiums. In 30 states I
could still have been fired for being gay, without recourse. Theres no protection for discriminationthough thats
going to change with the new Congress. For three years now, everyone has assumed the right to ask if Clay
Aiken [is] gay? Everybody assumed that what has really been happening in these last few years with you and
whats probably going to happen right here today, in this next couple of weeks, is that you are ready to come
out and say youre gay. That would not make any sense for me to do that. Not long afterward, on Larry King
Live, when the host asked him hypothetically if it would affect his career if he were gay, he responded
hypothetically, I dont think so. A longtime target of Web gossip, Aiken has become adept at deflecting
questions about his sexualityoften by phrasing his answers as questions. But when a man came forward last
year professing to have hooked up with Clay for sex after responding to an ad, the press went wild Clay Is
Gay, trilled the National Enquirer. As other celebrities have discovered, in cyberspace no one can hear your
denials. Lance Bass and Neil Patrick Harris broke out of glass last year partly because of intensive Web
chatter, and neither seems the least bit hurt by his emergence. But at leastyeah, theres that phrase againhe
hardly denies it anymore. Maybe Clay figures that takes him a step away from his most famous song title,
Invisible. Surprisingly enough, the concept of being semi-sort-of-out has even infiltrated the ranks of the
Republicans. Its like just dont talk about it or announce it. Its progress, but it also still makes being gay
something you really shouldnt talk about. But things got extra sticky when people started asking questions
about then Republican National Committee chairman Ken Mehlmans sexuality. At first, Mehlman refused to
answer any questions, which only fueled the discussion, until he flatly told a New York Daily News reporter,
Im not gay. The fact that he parried the question for so long, wrote Washington blogger John Aravosis, was in
itself unusual. I cant recall many, if any, straight men who refuse to acknowledge that theyre straightif
anything, most are a bit too obvious about itand that ultimately leads to speculation, caused by Mehlmans own
failure to respond to a direct question posed by a reporter. Keeping the glass up is a high-maintenance job,
especially since many celebs are left to do itor, more often, screw it upalone. Bragman swears there are no
meetings between stars and their handlers to strategize whether or not they will stay glassed off. That would
explain the various slipups that happen when the luminaries take their own images by the balls. I was wildly
amused some years ago when the terminally noncommittal Sean Hayes was asked by a newspaper interviewer
what he likes in a partner and he blurted out that hes not into that gay ideal of musclemen. This from the guy
who refuses to label his sexuality. Though he can always say Well, I said Im not into the gay ideal.
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Meanwhile, the more circumspect David Hyde Pierce is quoted on the Internet Movie Database as saying, My
life is an open book, but dont expect me to read it to you. I also loved the blind item in the New York Post a
few years ago about how a more calculating star goes into premiere screenings with his female date while his
male trainer enters separately and, when the lights go down, switches seats to be next to the star. Good trybut
obviously the charade was shabby enough to eventually make it into print. A popular argument in favor of
celebs not going on the record with their gayness is that these people deserve privacy, after all. Its nobodys
business but theirs, onlookers counterusually while devouring a trashy tabloid. Its true that stars are free to put
up whatever walls they want in order to maintain boundaries with the public. But even at their most
controlling, straight stars never seem to leave out the fact that theyre straight in interviews. Whenever a
subject tells me, I wont discuss who Im dating or I resent labels, I generally know not so much that theyre
passionate about privacy but that theyre gay, gay, gay. Are the glassyor ambiguousstars tortured? It must be
weird to be, say, Wanda Sykes and turn up with gal pals at New York Citys gay lounge Beige and at Fire
Island discos while seeming to exude a hope that no one notices enough to ask whether you are or arent. But if
played right, there are benefits to the high-wire act. As Signorile disdainfully puts it, Anderson Cooper has
finessed it where straight women who have a crush on him think hes straight and gay men actually think hes
out. When halfheartedness is used as a career move, theres little to cheer about, especially when truthin could
be the road to real relief. As newfound lesbian Cynthia Nixon told New York magazine after coming out, If
someone is chasing you, stop running. And then theyll stop chasing you. So come on, people, just say the
words. Or just mouth them.
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And it feels good, too! Are you ready to create some ahhhh in your closet? This class shows you how, and
because this class is on-demand, you can start today! How will you benefit from the Organize Your Closet
self-paced class? Transform and organize your closet into a functional and beautiful space that helps you start
each day on the right foot. Find out exactly where to start organizing your closet, and get a step-by-step plan to
navigate your way through the entire process. Get a simple and fun! Discover your clothing comfort
zoneâ€”exactly how much clothing you really want and need! This will give you confidence as you organize
and save you money while clothes shopping, too. Learn an easy and effective approach to planning your
wardrobe so it fits your lifestyle. Discover your closet organizing roadblocks, and find out how to navigate
around them. Includes reading materials, questionnaires, checklists and planning forms delivered as colorful,
printable, and editable pdfs. Add notes to your handouts electronically and create a customized action plan.
Lifetime access to class materials on our website. Videos are broken into short segments for easy viewing.
Lesson audios in MP3 format. You can listen anywhere, making it easy for class ideas to sink in! Easy to
follow action steps so you can create results quickly. Start anytime and continue at your own pace. All
materials are downloadable. Use the format s that work best for you! Access to lesson materials: As a
professional organizer, I know the dramatic impact an organized closet can have on your daily life, which is
why I created Organize Your Closet. I put together my favorite tips, secrets and insights to empower you to
create your own organized closetâ€”one that contains clothing you feel good wearing, organized in a way that
works for you! This lesson also gives you step-by-step instructions for selecting storage solutions that take the
guesswork and stress out of organizing your closet. If you struggle with deciding which clothes to keep or get
rid of, you will love the simplicity of this system. This handout is provided within the workshop download.
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Working-class lecturers should come out of the closet Melanie Reynolds. Too many poorer students feel they don't fit in
at university. We need more academics proud to be from a similar background.

After the holidays and at the start of a new year, everyone is talking about purging, decluttering, and cleaning
out, and September brings much of the same zeal for organizing and decluttering. Along with back to school
season comes that same feeling of a fresh start. People in most areas of the country will be clearing out their
closets to make room for fall clothes so this is a great time to talk about purging your closet and filling it with
only the things you love. How long has it been since you gave your closet a ruthless purge? She has you take
everything out of your closet and drawers â€” every. If not, it goes buh-bye. If you feel like you have a closet
full of clothes and nothing to wear, start by purging your closet with the process below. Only the items that fit
and make you happy will go back into your closet, and then you can rebuild from there. I recommend doing
this when you have a good bit of time to spend. Also, you will be trying on a lot of clothes, so I like to do this
when I am fixed up and feeling good about how I look. Empty out your closet. Take everything out, down to
the bare walls. Do NOT skip this step. Make sure to gather your clothing from all areas of the house â€”
laundry, storage, etc. What a waste of closet space! Sort each item into four piles. If it is appropriate for the
current season, and you absolutely love it and want to put it on right this second, hang it back in your closet. Is
the fit a bit off? Are you keeping it just because it has sentimental value, or because you paid a lot for it and
feel guilty getting rid of it? Put it in a box and store it. If you find yourself wishing you had it, you can always
go retrieve it. Donate or sell to fund new purchases. Okay, a few notes about this step. Marie Kondo says it is
important to touch each piece and consider if it brings you joy. I promise you, this works. If you have a TON
of clothes, do this process in groups. All your tops, then all your bottoms, then dresses, shoes, etc. If you
prefer to keep all of your clothes in your closet all year round, go for it. But if you live in an area with distinct
seasons as I do, I highly recommend putting away things that are not in season. Try it once, and see how you
like it. If that is you, I say this with love: You will feel SO much better, trust me! Just find one that resonates
with you and haul your stuff over there. I allow myself to go into the bin and retrieve something if I change
my mind during the season. This helps with any feelings of remorse over getting rid of perfectly good
clothing. You may want to live with your clothes for a little while before shopping for new pieces. Peruse
Pinterest, your favorite blogs ahem and fashion magazines, and keep track of what styles resonate with you.
Pin them to a personal style Pinterest board, or keep a notebook with pages from magazines. Whichever
method you prefer is fine, as long as it works for you. Your goal during this phase is to determine your
personal style and what you need to round out your wardrobe. Keep a notebook or a document on your phone
with a list of clothing items you need or want, and then when you go shopping, you can shop strategically.
You will be added to a private Facebook Group where Kelly and her team offers you personal advice to make
sure you get the most out of the course. It is truly excellent. Make a list and shop intentionally. You will get a
personal shopper who learns your needs and budget, and she will send you a box of clothing items to try on in
the comfort of your own home. It can save a lot of time and angst. Let me know your thoughts. Did you like
this post? Subscribe to get updates in your email inbox! You can also connect with me on Instagram and
Facebook. This post contains referral links. When you shop through my links, it helps support my business at
no additional cost to you so thank you!
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Chapter 5 : Working-class lecturers should come out of the closet | Melanie Reynolds | Opinion | The Guard
Out of the Class Closet by Julia Penelope, October , Crossing Pr edition, Paperback.

Tips for the Seasonal Switch Out An organized closet is an essential part of living a more organized and
simpler life. When your closet is filled with clothing that reflects your lifestyle and sense of style and is
organized in a way that works for you, getting dressed is an easy and enjoyable process. So how do you
organize your closet? Here are five tips to make your seasonal closet switch out a breeze. This past weekend,
the temperature hovered in the upper 80s, and humidity felt just as high. A girl can hope, anyway. Want to
know my secrets for a simple seasonal switch out? These are the same steps I used to organize my closet for
fall. Pull items out of your closet and onto your bed. First, I removed my spring and summer clothing from my
closet, taking out anything that felt too summery in terms of colors, fabric, or style. Next, focusing on one
garment type at a time, I removed items from my closet with an eye for editing. Part of having an organized
closet is filling it with items you truly love and wear. Also, I tried things on! Free up your closet space for
items that fit your body right now. After editing, I returned the keepers back into my closet. At this stage, put
items that fit and are in-season now regardless of what the thermometer says back into your closet, sorting like
garments together â€” skirts with skirts, dresses with dresses, tops with tops, etc. Put donatables in a donation
bag and put out of season items into a stack on your bed. Bring your seasonal items out of storage. This is the
fun part. As I pull clothing out of your storage container, I pay attention to which items delight me? Which
things are you happy to see? Which items would you buy again from your trunk sale? Put these items into a
keep pile. As I took items out of the storage bins, I tried them on. Put away the keepers. Everything that made
it through the litmus test went back it my closet, organized like the first round. Place your out-of-season
keepers in the storage containers you just emptied. Make a list of items you want and need and then move onto
the next step. Before shopping for the season, I always shop on Pinterest first. Perusing Pinterest for outfit
ideas will help you figure out basic items you need to purchase to fill out your wardrobe as well as ideas on
new ways to wear items already in your closet. One way I find using Pinterst particularly helpful is by
studying the outfit formulas. Realizing that I need to dress in at least two layers to not get frostbite at work
helps me find outfit ideas that work for me. Then, I translate those outfits into formulas. When I discovered
this, it helped me prioritize that top layer while out shopping. Remember to take your list and stick to it.
Getting dressed will truly be a breeze. Edit as you go. Finally, to maintain order for the full season ahead,
make it a habit to edit as you go. Place a laundry basket or storage bin into your closet and use it to collect
items you continually pass up when getting dressed. What could be better than that? Are you ready to do your
seasonal switch out? What tips do you have for making the process more fun â€” and productive?
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Figures on participation rates in higher education clearly show that although numbers are rising, universities
are still attracting a lower proportion of working-class women and men , based on socio-economic
classifications. A major problem is cost. It is the fear of not fitting in that can put prospective working-class
students off from applying. It also emanates from the lecture halls and classrooms, where there are few
academics who sound or look like them. My anecdotal evidence cannot be substituted for research, but
students from poorer backgrounds do have the added pressure of trying to conform to middle-class values
while they study. This is hardly a recipe for academic success and also raises questions about whether poorer
students can form grounded and productive intellectual relationships with lecturers who may have very
different cultural values. As a working-class woman from a state comprehensive in West Yorkshire, with a
few low-ranking GCSEs and no A-levels, I felt all at sea when I went to a university down south. My accent
stood out like a sore thumb and my lack of previous education meant I got the lowest mark in the first exam I
took, forcing me to rethink my time there. I could easily have dropped out. But I was extremely lucky because
at each of the two institutions I studied there were female teachers who had similar backgrounds to mine to
whom I could connect. They understood my lack of confidence and devoted time and energy to what can only
be described as my voracious and insatiable interest in history. They supported me to progress and to win
prizes, a scholarship and finally achieve a doctorate. When I began teaching, more than a decade ago, I was
very keen to retain my northern accent and working-class credentials. Cleaning a pub for a living and stacking
supermarket shelves did not take away from my PhD and subsequent scholarship. One way to increase the
number of working-class students would be to employ more academics from similar backgrounds. I was
determined to be working class, northern and educated. But some hide their background, changing their
accent, dress and taste. Do they fear discrimination? I hope many of them eventually come out of the closet for
the sake of improving the learning environment for poorer students. Otherwise very few working-class
youngsters will have the role models to inspire them to achieve a successful academic career. Of course, not
all students wish to teach, nor progress up the academic ladder. Many are hoping to land a much higher-paid
job. However, the lack of working-class academics sends a clear message about the value of their teaching
qualities compared with their middle-class peers. Perhaps this is why there are still so few of them. Appointing
more will not immediately bring thousands of new working-class freshers through the academic portals, but it
would demonstrate that universities are encouraging working-class intellectual inquiry. Through access to
higher education they could find their political legacy, be able to govern their own lives, and make a greater
mark on ours.
Chapter 7 : Class out of the Closet: a research and activism eve
The essays discuss the intersection of class and sexuality in a manner often ignored in discussions of power. I
recommend this book to everyone I know who is looking for a text highlighting these issues together or separately.
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